
Eaton switch-disconnectors for lifts

Switch-disconnectors  

for safe maintenance 

of lifts



Eaton can design a switch-

disconnector specifically for the safe 

maintenance of lifts

The four key features of our custom made switch

The PV maintenance switch has two coupled protective conductor 
terminals, which allow two wires with different cross sections to be 
connected internally and externally, making the installation faster.
 
The PV maintenance switch does not need to be opened to 
connect the earth wire/equalization line of the PV installation, ensuring a 
safer, faster and easier installation.
 
The two coupled protective conductor terminals allow AC and DC 
earthing line to be installed separately, for ease of installation
 
The push-through cable membrane reduces installation times 
considerably, but cable glands can also still be used if preferred.
 
The switch can be locked in its off position with padlocks 
to make working situations safer.

Our custom made switch will be engineered based on your precise 

techincal requirements. It has the capabilities to cut AC as well as DC 

power to the elevator and control computer, isolating systems and 

control functionss related to the lift. 

Maintenance staff will be able to safely and promptly proceed to their  

duties, minimising downtime and disruption to members of the public.

 

Will be engineered to your specific technical requirements, ensuring your 
application is protected by the best possible switching solution.

Our switch-disconnector can switch both mains AC current as well as DC 
current, all in one compact switch, allowing safe maintenance of a lift.

The push-through cable membrane can be fitted to reduce installation 
times, but cable glands can also be used if preferred.
 
DIN-Rail can be fitted to the enclosure itself for a quick installation 
inside the control panel
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Typical application of our custom made switch

Eaton’s switch-disconnector could be fitted in the lift’s dedicated control 
room or inside the lift itself.

Electrical panel
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